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1. Two banks are operating in a duopolistic market’and each is considering whether to cut

their interest rates or leave them the same. If bo血banks decided to maintain the same

rate each bank would eam Rs. 5000 million profit. If one of the banks cut the rate and

Other maintain the same rate, the bank which lowered the rate would receive Rs. 7000

million profit and the other would receive Rs. 2000 million. If both bank cut the rate,

each bank would eam Rs. 3000 million profit.

i. Develop the payoffmatrix・　　　　　　　　　　　　(03 Marks)

ii. Does either bank have a dominant s調egy?　　　　　　　(03 Marks)

iii. Does the above game represent a prisoner・§ Dilemma? Explain.  (03 Marks)

iv. Is there any Nash equilibrium related to two banks? Explain.　(03 Marks)

i・ What are the three stages ofthe short run production function?　(03 Marks)

ii. Explain optimal combination offactors and expansion path using isoquant map.

(03 Mar貼)

iii. A fim observes that its sho巾run average and Marginal cost curves are u shaped.

Explain why.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(03 Marks)

iv. Why might long-rm average COst Curve SIope a) dounward or b) upward?

(03 Mar嘘)
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3.

i. D髄reutiate the economic cost and accounting cost.　　　　(06 Marks)

ii. Consider血e following Cobb-Douglas production function

Q=1.10 LO・75 KO・25

where, Q is an index of total production per year, L is an index of labour input

and K is an index ofcapital input.

a. Estimate血e e熊ct on index of total production a 30% increase in index of

labourinput and 50% increase in index of capital input.　(03 Markdy

b. Identify the retums to scale for this production system.　(03 Marks)

i. Ifthe industry under perfect competition faces a dounward sIoping demand cWe,

why does an individual fim face a horizontal demand curve?　(03 marirs)

ii. Graphically explain when a perfectly competitive fim decide to shut doun

production in the short run.

iii. A perfectly competitive fim faces

TR= 48Q-Q2

TC= 12十16Q+3Q2

dy How much is total fixed cost?

b). Estimate profit maxinizing level of ou申ut.

c). Estimate the profit.

(03 M狐的

(02 M狐的

(02 m紺ゆ

(02 M狐的

5. Suppose that the demand functions for the product oftwo profit maximizing fim§ in a

duopolistic industry are:

Ql= 50-5Pl十2・5P2

Q2= 20-2.5P2十5PI

Total cost functions for血e two fims are:

TCl= 25QI

TC2= 50 Q2

i. What are the reaction fimctions for each fim? 竹M狐的

ii. Give the equilibrium price, PrOfit-maXimizing output’and profrts for each fim.

(4 Marks)

iii. Explain how monopoly is diiferent from monopolistic competition.　(4 Marks)
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6. Regression results of血e demand estimation are presented in the following tabIes.

鵬〇回el Summ田町

軸odeI �民 �犀Squさ唯 �A即し嶋ted犀 �§td.Er「o「of Squa「e �theE§tjmate 

1 �.917さ �.841 �.826 �1.9720 

a.P「edi �きt〇時:(Co鵬 �書8細く古山的調e,P「ice 

ModeI 1 �Su叩of Squ日「es � � � � dr �鵬されSquさ「告 �F �Si9. 

Reg「e§S10n �433.014 �2 �216.507 �55.67寄 �.関0き 

Resjdu副 �81.666 �21 �3.889 

丁olさI �514.680 �23 

a.DependentVa「ia帥e :QuさntftyDem宅間 �寄ed � 

b. P「edictor§: (Co鵬ta叩.一ncome. price

Coe両Cie巾§a

問〇〇eI 1 �Unstされda「dize �dCoe請Cient§ �S書anda「di王ed Coe仰きients �t �Sig. B -登.105 �Std.E「「o「 �Betさ 

(Con§lされ0 ��璽.375 �-1.397 登Og5 �ー.日日6 �.38曇 

P「Ice �-.579 �.1寄与 ��-5.514 �.000 

Inきりme �4.0了5 �493 

a.D印endentVa両軸e:Quant母Dem ��されded �8.266　　.ロ脚 

i. Inte甲et each and every table and make proper conc-usions on the demand

(06 M狐畦)

ii・ Discuss血e challenges ofregression analysis in detaiL　　(06 Marks)
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7. Suppose that a monopolist faces two markets with demand curves given by

QDl= 100-PI

QD2= 100 -2P2

Assume瓜at the monopolist・s marginal cost is constant at Rs.20 a unit

i. If it can price discriminate, What price should it charge in each market in order to

maximize profits?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(03 Marks)

ii. What price should it charge if it can,t price discriminate?　　(03 Marks)

iii. Explain three foms ofprice discrimination in detail.　　　(03 Marks)

8. Explain the Transaction Cost Theory in detail.

@@@@@@@@@

(12 M狐貼)
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